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Researching and connecting data in order to tell a different story
Let go a little. Fail often, fail fast. Move away from the 
screen, work with your hands and heart first. Mediate 

your inner researcher with your graphic designer, and stop 
looping around what you know.





“In a world of fake news and mediated content exploring and 
developing ways to identify, tell or manipulate the ‘truth’ is 
more critical than ever before.

The purpose of this investigation is to explore data as a 
trusted form of media that can tell or create alternate truths”.

For this project we were asked to alter a known truth by 
using a true or false fact. Colombia was the first thing that 
came to mind as soon as the assignment was explained. 
Especially how it is constantly portrayed in TV shows and 
series to the outsiders. I decided to relate the idea of 
“known truth” to the idea that foreigners have of Colombia 
in relation to violence, Pablo Escobar and cocaine. 



MIND MAP #1 :  FREQUENT QUESTIONS I  GET AS A COLOMBIAN



MIND MAP #2: OTHER TRUTHS ABOUT COLOMBIA 



As the known truth my plan was to use Narcos, the famous Netflix 
series about Escobar’s cartel, and find something that could be used 
to shift the story. Research started with something I learned from 
the movie Colombia: Wild Magic. This was the fact that Colombia 
is the second most biodiverse country in the world. I wanted to 
compare and contrast how these two films could tell very different 
stories of the same place. 

EXPLORING & DEFINING AN ALTERNATE TRUTH



MIND MAP #3: COLOMBIA:  WILD MAGIC VS.  NARCOS



MIND MAP #4: PABLO ESCOBAR Ft .  HIPPOS DATA



Hippos in Colombia are truly problematic because of their 
crazy reproduction rate. This problem was mainly caused 
due to Escobar smuggling 4 of them into his personal zoo, 
and after they adapted, they started to reproduce at an 
unhealthy rate. The unsupervised reproduction of Escobar’s 
hippos endangered Colombia’s ecosystems as they were 
animals that weren’t part of environment.

Having established Hippos and Escobar as my main topics 
I started to create the concept and story behind it. Doing 
research about Hippos in Africa helped me understand 
that they could be used as a metaphor and analogy for 
what Escobar represents to Colombia. Hippos and Pablo 
Escobar are both feared figures, known for being violent 
and killing people. This parallel gave me a north to continue 
the research and start looking for actual data that could be 
used to compare and contrast both icons.

HIPPOS, ESCOBAR’S ALTERNATE LEGACY



STATE OF THE ART: MEDIA EXPLORATION

REVEAL

INTRIGUE

EXPANDABLE

EXPERIENCE

INTERACTIVE

no books,  go b ig !
poss ib i l i t ies  away 
from what I  know



STATE OF THE ART: NARCO’S STREET MARKETING



DEVELOPING THE VISUALS: COLOMBIA INSPIRATIONAL MOODBOARDS





DEVELOPING THE VISUALS: COLOMBIA INSPIRATIONAL MOODBOARDS



Colombia,  land of colors  and patterns



PATTERNS, COLOR AND COLOMBIAN ICONS

Linked to patterns and colors I remembered mochilas, 
iconic Colombian bags and from there I moved into other 
iconic bags that are related to Escobar: carrieles. While 
doing research about Escobar a lot of religious icons 
started to relate through the hitman.

*



IDEATION FROM RESEARCH: MOODBOARDS & ICONS

Through Colombia’s moodboards I was able to identify patterns 
and colors as one of the country’s main characteristics. From 
there I began to explore Icons that reflected or included these 
two characteristics like the mochilas and carrieles.

There were some elements that started to stand out as possible 
medias to tell the story for their relation to Escobar universe or 
to Colombia’s traditions. Some of those elements and the ways I 
thought they could be used were:

· Mochilas: Idea of weaving the message into some iconic piece
· Praying card: Religion around hitman
· Trojan Horse: disguise the situation as something else 



VISUAL EXPLORATIONS

PIÑATA EXPLORATION

Piñata filled with cocaine packs. The outer 
decoration of the piñata would be inspired by the 
colors and patterns used in traditional mochilas. 
The patterns and colors would display the data. 



PRAYING CARD EXPLORATION



PATTERN EXPLORATION FOR PRAYING CARDS

From these ideas and explorations, I decided to dig deeper into the 
religious aspect related to Escobar. Colombia is an extremely catholic 
country with a vast variety of traditions around religion. Some of those 
traditions involve iconic elements like saint statues, praying the 
rosary, the praying cards and lighting candles among others. 

From the elements identified I decided to continue with praying 
cards as the medium to tell the story that I’ve been building. Praying 
cards are usually carried by hitman as a protection charm during their 
tasks assigned. Most of them, before going out to kill, say I prayer and 
cross themselves. 



MOODBOARD FOR PATTERNS



Hippo represents  Pablo Escobar,  the 
leaves cocaine and the red f lowers  b lood

PATTERN EXPLORATION FOR PRAYING CARDS





PATTERN EXPLORATION FOR PRAYING CARDS

Hippo represents  Pablo Escobar,  the 
leaves cocaine and the red b lood





PATTERN EXPLORATION FOR PRAYING CARDS

To start exploring the visuals for the praying cards I developed a few 
patterns inspired in a mix match between the hippo and Escobar. These 
explorations were mostly to understand how I wanted the praying cards 
to look and feel in relation to the previous moodboards I had worked 
on. At the end of this pattern exploration I decided to keep the hippo’s 
body and face combined with the leaves to represent the coca plant 
and the red and pink flowers to represent death. 





“I get a call saying: “There goes the little girl. 
Take care of  her.” They will give me a photo 

of  the target. And then we will go and hunt. 
Before I go out I pray and clear my mind”

PRAYING CARD EXPLORATION

— Popeye, Escobar’s best hitman and right hand





PRAYING CARD EXPLORATION



I decided to use the frame that the cards usually come 
with for their design and as a part of the narrative. At the 
beginning of the exploration it was mostly decorative, but as 
the exploration continued I understood that they could be 
a decorative element while providing some information or 
additional data.



PRAYING CARD EXPLORATION



“Too narrative. Remember, data visualization. Use the 
pattern as a graph to give data through it”  



PRAYING CARD EXPLORATION

“Color can hardly be differentiated, still too narrative. Make a 
repetition of the same image. Killings over and over again”  





The final piece is a collection of six praying cards with three different 
prayers. Each praying card contains multiple data points written as 
bible verses. The prayer relates to the data and the frame is made up 
of images that respond to the two data points (data point one : data 
point two), and work as a graph. A little fleuron was included in each 
of the praying cards to relate the hippos with Pablo Escobar. 
I decided not to use Escobar as the main image because the whole 
concept behind the cards is to tell a different truth about him and his 
legacy. I wanted the card and information to be related to him while 
keeping hippos as the focal point.

FINAL PROPOSAL





IMPROVEMENTS  & FEEDBACK

Something I noticed while trying the cards with different users was 
that they could see there was information related to hippos, Pablo 
Escobar and cocaine but nothing else. The main connection between 
hippos, Escobar, hitmen and religion wasn’t there and I had to 
explain it in order to close the circle. As the idea of the piece was 
to speak for itself, I decided to build some sort of packaging that 
allowed to unveil the story as you approached the cards so that the 
context was understood before interacting with the cards





The first idea was to design a box or booklet to complement the 
cards but after some sketches I decided that the best option was 
to use the package as the story teller. The cards shape helped me 
with the ideation. The shape prompted the idea of having a cross 
shaped package that could locate the information inspired by the 
three entities in the cross sign: father, son and holy spirit. 

DEVELOPING THE PACKAGE



PACKAGE SKETCH



DEVELOPING THE PACKAGE: PROTOTYPE #1





DEVELOPING THE PACKAGE: PROTOTYPE #2



DEVELOPING THE PACKAGE: PROTOTYPE #3



PRAYERS TO PABLO ESCOBAR INTERACTION





PRAYERS TO PABLO ESCOBAR INTERACTION







CONCLUSION
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